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About This Game

In the distant future, humanity has turned Venus into a livable environment. However, not all is well on Venusian soil as political
intrigue pushes the way to help a young girl, the ace pilot known as Sonic Venus, to find the whereabouts of her missing father.
Take to the skies of the second planet of the sun in this thrilling Ace Combat-like indie game, where you will find much more

than just the story of one family’s heritage, but also something that will change the planet entirely.
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Title: RaidersSphere4th
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Rectangle
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: i3 2.0 GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 900 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Japanese
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I like the Ace Combat and I wanted to like this game, but it's not a satisfying substitute. You will frequently find yourself flying
into buildings as most of the missions take place near cities or skyscrapers. At times, you will think, "Hmm, is that a cloud
bank?" just before ploughing into the ground because of the muddy textures. For most of your time in the air, you will hear the
extremely loud missile-lock alert sound. If you want to target the enemy who's attacking you, first you have to cycle through
most of the bogeys one at a time and then you'd better hope your plane is feeling co-operative, as they all handle sluggishly. The
whole experience has some cool ideas (like flying up an orbital elevator to destroy cannons) but the execution is lacking.
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